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Dynamic effective potential for a-particle bound and quasibound states
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We exploit analytic properties of the optical potential for elastic scattering ofa particles on nuclei to extract
information on the effective interaction that should be used to describe the motion of a cluster of two neutron
and two protons bound to a nuclear system. This prescription solves long-standing ambiguities in the forma
isms used for the study ofa decay.@S0556-2813~96!01308-8#

PACS number~s!: 24.10.Ht, 21.60.Gx, 23.60.1e, 27.80.1w
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Alpha decay was one of the first nuclear phenomena
served in nature. Not surprisingly, attempts to describe t
process go back to the earliest days of quantum mechan
Perhaps the most transparent formulation was that of Gam
@1#, who recognized the possibilities of quantal tunneling
explain the many orders of magnitude spanned by the exp
mentally measured lifetimes. As the general knowledge
nuclear structure improved, however, this simple picture r
into troubles. These primarily had to do with the need
understand microscopically the formation inside of th
mother nucleus of an alpha particle as a cluster of two p
tons and two neutrons. This goal introduced all kinds of d
ficulties in the problem, ranging from complex couplin
schemes down to the treatment of the continuum required
satisfy the appropriate boundary conditions. Especially no
worthy are questions raised about the viability of a schem
that requires the wave function of the alpha particle not on
at the nuclear surface, but in the interior as well@2#. The
reservations center here mostly on the inhibiting role of t
Pauli principle, which, inevitably, entered into the picture a
soon as the alpha particle was thought of in terms of
constituent nucleons.

In this paper we return to this question following a pa
that aims to bypass these difficulties. To this end we rely
the work by Bell and Squires@3# ~cf. also Ref.@4#! who
investigated the analytic properties of the complex nucleo
nucleus interactions. In their contribution they clarified th
intimate connection between the optical potential for scatt
ing states and the effective interaction that binds the nuc
ons to the core. In fact, they established the conceptual id
tity of these quantities, to the extent that the latter is no
other than the analytic continuation of the former into th
negative~or, more precisely, bound-state! energy domain.

When Bell and Squires presented their results, much w
already known about the binding potential for single nucl
ons. This information had been mainly extracted from t
analysis of nuclear systems either directly available in natu
or artificially produced. Thus it could be argued that the
work was mostly of academic interest. Their conclusions a
however, potentially much more relevant in the case of alp
particles. Michelet al. @5# and Delbaret al. @6# made signifi-
cant steps in the understanding of the optical potential for
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scattering of alpha particles by lighter systems, such as ox
gen and calcium. Microscopic estimation of thestaticpoten-
tial between ana particle and a nuclear core can also b
contemplated by folding procedures; see, for instance, Re
@7, 8#. Uncertainties remain, however, about the coupling
that should be used to account for the motion of the fou
nucleon cluster in a quasibound state of a heavier nucle
that eventuallya decays. In fact, to calculate microscopically
the renormalization of the bare interaction that gives rise
the actual energy dependence of thea-nucleus potential un-
der these circumstances is a rather formidable task. One c
inspect, for instance, in Ref.@9#, the numerous diagrams that
have to be taken into account to construct in a perturbati
approach the correlation and polarization terms that dynam
cally ‘‘dress’’ the mass operator for ordinary nucleons
Needless to say, the situation would get even more comp
cated in the case of alpha particles.

The prospects are vastly improved, however, if one tak
a phenomenological approach in which the energy depe
dence of the optical potential is used. Indeed, an extrapo
tion of the empirically determined couplings to negative en
ergies, if feasible, would yield a binding potential where
Pauli blocking, surface effects, and other relevant correctio
are properly included to all perturbative orders.

It is not necessary to ‘‘propose’’ such measurements sin
experimental studies of asymptotically free states have be
available for a long time. In fact, one can simply go back t
the literature and search for existing optical-model fits to th
elastic cross sections ofa particles on nuclei. We shall
henceforth focus our attention only on the real partV of the
interaction, as it is expected that this component will have
smoother transition from positive to negative energies.1 We
show in Table I a collection of optical model parameters for

1Effective interactions get contributions related to nonlocality in
space and time. It is well known that the energy dependence of t
real part of the latter,DV, has a counterpart in the imaginary part
W. The connection between these two functional dependences
heavy ions has been successfully approached in terms of dispers
relations~see, for instance, Ref.@10#!. The characteristic shape of
W(E) for E'0, however, is not suitable for extrapolation.
1217 © 1996 The American Physical Society
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the specific reactiona1208Pb. It may be somewhat puzzlin
at first to see the diversity of depths, radii, and diffusen
values that such a compilation reveals. One must, howe
recognize that the numbers represent completely indepen
efforts where no attempt was made to put in evidence
overall energy dependence of the interaction.

It is clear that our first task is then to reprocess the inf
mation contained in Table I, so as to establish a point
contact between the different measurements. There are
eral ways to incorporate the energy dependence of the in

TABLE I. Real potential depthV0, radius parameterr 0(AT
1/3),

and diffusenessa for a Woods-Saxon geometry as a function
bombarding energyE in the elastic scattering ofa particles by
208Pb. Each row gives results for optical-potential fits from differe
experiments, as quoted in the corresponding references.

E ~MeV! V0 ~MeV! r 0 ~fm! a ~fm! Ref.

16.0 35.0 1.550 0.570 @22#
18.0 35.0 1.550 0.570 @23#
19.0 96.4 1.376 0.625 @24#
19.5 35.0 1.550 0.570 @27#
20.0 96.4 1.376 0.625 @24#
20.0 174.0 1.470 0.470 @27#
20.0 35.0 1.550 0.570 @23#
21.0 32.0 1.550 0.570 @27#
22.0 96.4 1.376 0.625 @24#
22.0 35.0 1.550 0.570 @27#
22.0 94.6 1.364 0.650 @24#
22.0 117.5 1.298 0.700 @24#
22.0 86.9 1.449 0.550 @24#
22.0 159.7 1.387 0.560 @24#
22.0 110.9 1.464 0.500 @24#
22.0 35.0 1.518 0.571 @23#
22.0 92.5 1.384 0.625 @24#
22.0 100.4 1.444 0.542 @24#
22.0 90.3 1.411 0.600 @24#
22.0 200.2 1.390 0.529 @24#
22.5 33.0 1.550 0.570 @27#
23.5 117.5 1.298 0.700 @25#
23.5 86.9 1.449 0.550 @25#
23.5 92.5 1.384 0.625 @25#
23.5 110.9 1.464 0.500 @25#
24.5 37.0 1.550 0.570 @27#
25.5 35.0 1.550 0.570 @23#
25.5 41.0 1.550 0.570 @27#
27.0 98.4 1.371 0.621 @22#
96.0 89.3 1.350 0.710 @26#
104.0 60.0 1.392 0.656 @27#
129.0 89.3 1.350 0.710 @26#
139.0 110.0 1.315 0.705 @27#
139.0 155.0 1.282 0.677 @27#
139.0 200.0 1.261 0.657 @27#
166.0 119.0 1.260 0.740 @27#
172.0 155.0 1.282 0.677 @26#
218.0 119.9 1.260 0.740 @26#
340.0 67.2 1.325 0.800 @28#
480.0 63.0 1.300 0.950 @28#
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action. We choose, for our present purpose, to define a co
mon Woods-Saxon geometry

V~r !52
V̄0

11exp@~r2R!/a#
, ~1!

whereR5r 0~208
1/3141/3!, and to exhibit the dynamical con-

tent of the effective interaction in terms of an energy
dependent strengthV̄05V̄0(E). For the radius and diffuse-
ness parameters, we taker 050.98 fm, anda50.80 fm. This
choice is inspired by the convenient parametrization of th
energy dependence of the interaction given in@11#, namely,

V0~E!5~182.1641.3!1~20.24860.047!E, ~2!

which is valid for E.80 MeV. Comparing potentials at a
strong-interaction radius ~in fm! r s51.07~2081/3

141/3)12.722a ln@112~Ec.m.2Eb!/Eb#, where Eb is the
Coulomb barrier@12#, we have extracted from the optical-
model parameters listed in Table I the potential depth
V̄0(E). These are plotted in Fig. 1; reassuringly, all point
now fall in a rather ordered pattern. The straight lines corre
spond to the parametrization~2!, allowing for the uncertainty
in the coefficients. For the many data points atE'20 MeV,
we have opted to show their span inV̄0, which fits quite well
within the trend exhibited at other bombarding energies.

The choice of208Pb as a target nucleus was geared to th
eventual investigation of the radioactivea decay of212Po.
The separation energy of an alpha particle from this nucle
is about 8 MeV. It follows from the systematics displayed in
Fig. 1 that thea-208Pb potential in this energy range can be
approximated by

f

t

FIG. 1. Potential depthV̄0(E) extracted from the experiments
quoted in Table I and converted to a common Woods-Saxon geo
etry with radius parameterr 050.98 fm and diffusenessa50.80 fm.
The solid line gives the energy dependence suggested in Ref.@1#,
while the dashed lines give the experimental margins defined by t
error bars.
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Va-Pb~r !5
186

11exp@~r27.36!/0.80#
, ~3!

whereV and r are expressed in MeV and fm, respectivel
The shape of this potential is quite different from the one
McFadden and Satchler@13#, in spite of the close saturation
value. A fair knowledge of the effective interaction~3! is a
necessary ingredient to estimate the relative motion of
alpha particle prior to its tunneling decay from212Po. Spe-
cifically, it either determines the wave function of the alph
particle near the nuclear surface in theR-matrix theory of
Teichman and Wigner@14# ~which we will apply here; cf.
also Ref.@15#! or both bulk velocity and barrier profile in
Gamow’s. For clarity of presentation, we briefly review be
low theR-matrix approach to decay processes.

A dominant feature of reaction processes in which tw
nuclei collide at low energies to form a compound nucle
that subsequently disintegrates is the presence of resonan
In a time-independent framework, and assuming that
resonances do not overlap and are not close to thresholds
Smatrix as a function of energy can be parametrized with
many-level Breit-Wigner formula

Scc8~E!5ei ~dc1dc8!Fdcc82 i(
n

Gn,c
1/2Gn,c8

1/2

E2vn
G , ~4!

wheredc is the phase shift in channelc, the partial decay
width Gn,c is proportional to the probability that the reso
nance labeled byn decays into the channelc, andEn5Revn
andGn522 Imvn are the positions and widths of the reso
nances. For isolated resonances only one term dominates
~4!, and the unitarity of theSmatrix requires that its residues
Gn,c
1/2Gn,c8

1/2 be real. In that case eachGn,c can also be taken to

FIG. 2. Lifetime ratio between theory and experiment and pe
etration probability as a function of the radius parameterr c for the
a decay of212Po. Note that the latter quantity has been scaled up
a factor of 1010. The dotted line~unity! is given as a reference.
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be real, and(cGn,c5Gn . This situation does not occur fre
quently~e.g., among neutron-unstable states!, and the physi-
cal meaning of the partial width can become questiona
because they are truly complex quantities. However, for
a decay of low-lying states of heavy nuclei, this proble
does not arise because the values ofGn/En range between
10210 and 10230.

In theR-matrix theory one divides the configuration spa
of the a1daughter-nucleus system into two regions:
‘‘internal region’’ V to which the compound state is re
stricted and an ‘‘external region’’ that encompasses the r
of the space. The boundary between the regions should
chosen such that all nuclear interactions and effects indu
by the Pauli principle are only non-negligible in the intern
region. In the external region the motion of the fragments
governed by the Coulomb interaction and the daugh
nucleus and thea particle behave like a binary system mov
ing outwards with asymptotic energyEn . The solution inside
the volumeV satisfies a self-adjoint boundary condition o
the surfaceS of V. In the decay of spherical nuclei the su
face S can be chosen to be a sphere of radiusr c centered
around the residual nucleus. The residues of theSmatrix can
then be computed in terms of quantities evaluated on
surfaceS, and one finds@15# that the lifetime for the decay is
given by

t~r c!5
\

2P~r c!g
2~r c!

, ~5!

whereP is the penetrability through the barrier andg is the
reduced width amplitude.

We conclude with a concrete calculation of the lifetim
for a decay of212Po that exploits the procedures advocat
here ~this quantity has also been recently studied in de
using a different approach to the strong interaction in R
@16#!. For our present purpose we have used the comp
codeGAMOW @17# to solve the Schro¨dinger equation for the
a-Pb binding potential~3!, imposing outgoing boundary con
ditions for the regular solutions. The eigenvalue correspo
ing to ten radial nodes turns out to be 8.96 MeV with neg
gible imaginary part, a value remarkably close to the kine
energy of the emitted alpha particle. We note that one co
also in principle estimate the lifetime using that value of t
imaginary part of the complex energy. However, as poin
out above, the ratio between the imaginary and real part
the energy is so small that it cannot be calculated num
cally with sufficient accuracy.

With the potential~3! and forr>9 fm, only the tunneling
through the Coulomb field is relevant. Since the resulti
function P(r c) is strongly dependent onr c , one may think
that it is possible to obtain practically any value for the lif
time by adjusting the distance at which the penetration of
alpha cluster occurs. Actually, a consistency check on
theory is thatt(r c) should be rather stationary for distance
around the nuclear surface. The reduced width amplitude
be written as

g~r c!5A\2r c
2m

C~r c!, ~6!

n-

by
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whereC is the wave function of thea particle. The expres-
sion for the lifetime quoted above does not take into accou
that only a fraction of the mother nucleus wave functio
corresponds to the motion of ana cluster around the daugh-
ter nucleus. This factor must be included to compare wi
experimentally measured lifetimes. A recent detailed micr
scopic calculation@2# shows that thea cluster spectroscopic
factor is 0.025. We adopt this value, which is also in goo
agreement@18# with the a-formation amplitude extracted
from a comparison between the Thomas theory@15# and ex-
periment. We note that an older, large-scale shell model c
culation @19# produced a value of;1023 for that quantity.

In Fig. 2 we present the ratio between the experimen
and calculated lifetimes as a function of the parameterr c .
We also show in the figure the penetrabilityP as a function
of distance. One can see that the theoretical calculati
agrees extremely well with the experiment in a region clo
to the nuclear surface~the quality of this prediction may be
best appreciated by pointing out that discrepancies betwe
theory and experiment regarding the absolute values
a-decay widths can easily span orders of magnitude!. Notice
that the lifetime results are indeed practically independent
r c over a large interval. While the penetration changes b
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nine orders of magnitude in the depicted range, the ca
lated ratio remains unity within, at worst, a factor of 2.

The success of this simple calculation reveals the po
tial of the ideas introduced in this contribution. It should
noted that the prescription applies equally well to the inv
tigation of more exotic emission processes that have a
been contemplated~cf., e.g., Ref.@20# and references quote
therein!. These involve the decay of heavier nucleon clust
such as carbon, oxygen, etc., which, at the microscopic
namical level, would be even harder to approach. The in
mation presently available for the elastic scattering of so
of these systems may not be sufficient to extract a relia
energy dependence of the corresponding optical potent
With the use of modern detection equipment, however, th
measurements are not time consuming, as a recent dete
nation of diagonal and off-diagonal matrix elements of t
effective interactions has shown@21#.
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